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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S], II. Yamabe established the following ‘“simultaneous approximation 
and interpolation” theorem, which generalized a result of Walsh ([6]; p. 310) 
(cf. also [l]), and is related to a theorem of Helly in the t 
(cf. [2] ; pp. 86-87): 
THEOREM (Yamabe). Let M be a dense cunvex subset of the real nomed 
linear space X, and let x1*, . . ., x,” E X*. Then for each x E X, and each E > 0, 
there exists a y E Msuch that j/x -y/l < E and xi*(y) = xi*(x) (i = 
Wolibner 171, in essence, proved that Yamabe’s theorem could be sharpened 
in the particular case where X= C([a, b]), M=8 = the set of polynomials, 
and where the xi* are “point evaluations”. Indeed, from the results of [7], one 
can readily deduce the following 
THEOREM (Wolibner). Let a G t, < t2 < . . . < t, G b, and let 9 be the set of 
polynomials. Then fir each x E C([a, b]), and each E > 0, there exists a p E .?P 
such that j/x -p/l c e,p(tJ = x(tJ (i = 1,. . .,a), and ilpjj = jjxjj. 
Motivated by Wolibner’s theorem, we consider the following more 
general problem. Let M be a dense subspace of the normed linear space X, 
and let (x1*,..., x,,*> be a finite subset of the dual s ace X*. The triple 
(X,M,(X,*,..., x,*j) will be said to have property SAIN (sirnuita~~o~~ 
approximation and interpolation which is norm-preserving) provided that the 
following condition is satisfied : 
For each x E X, and each E > 0, there exists a y E M sue 
/lx - Yil < ET Xi*(y) = Xi*(X) (i=l,...,n), and IIYII = iI 
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It is not hard to give examples of triples (X, M, (xi*, . . .,x,*}) which do not 
have property SAIN. On the other hand, for those triples which do have 
property SAIN, we have a stronger conclusion that can be gleaned from 
Yamabe’s theorem. It is the purpose of this paper to determine necessary and 
sufficient conditions in order that a triple have property SAIN. After establish- 
ing some useful results of a general nature in $2, we prove (Theorem 3.2) that 
if M is a dense subspace of a Hilbert space X, and if xi*,. . ., x,* E X”, then 
KM, @I*, . . *, x,*}) has property SAIN if and only if each xi8 attains its norm 
on the unit ball of M. In $4 we consider the case X = C(T), T compact Haus- 
dorff. The main result here (Theorem 4.1) is that (C(T), M, {x1*, ..,x,*}) has 
property SAIN if Mis a dense subalgebra (or dense linear sublattice containing 
constants), and the x1* are point evaluations. This result contains that of 
Wolibner, and represents a strengthening of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
(Corollary 4.2). Various counterexamples are constructed, which show that 
these results cannot be extended very far. In $5, we consider a particular dense 
subspace of X= L, for 1 <p < co, and in $6, a particular dense subspace of 
X= L,. We also pose a few open problems. 
It is worth mentioning here some specific results which are somewhat related 
to our problem. We first remark that Wolibner actually showed that if 
x(ti+i) # X(ti), then the polynomial p of the conclusion of his theorem can be 
chosen to be monotone in each of the intervals [&,&+i]. S. Young [9], 
independently, gave an elegant proof of this latter fact. Paszkowski ([4]; p. 8) 
dropped the approximation part of the conclusion of Wolibner’s theorem 
(i.e., he sought only a polynomial p such that p(t,) = x(tJ (i = 1,. . .,Iz), and 
IlPll = IIXII)~ an d h s owed that in this case the degree of the polynomial p which 
works is independent of the function x being interpolated, and depends only 
on the points ti ! Singer [5] extended Yamabe’s theorem to the case where X 
is a real linear topological space. Also, in [I] there was given a different proof 
of Yamabe’s theorem, where M is a subspace in any (real or complex) linear 
topological space. We now observe that the following theorem, which en- 
compasses the main results of both [5] and [l], is true. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a dense convex subset of the (real or complex) linear 
topological space X, and let fi,. . .,fn b e continuous linear functionals on X. 
Then for each x E X, and each neighborhood U of x, there exists a y E M such 
that y E U, andfi(y) =fi(x) (i = 1,. . .,n). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is exactly the same as in [5]. We recall that the 
essential fact used there was the well-known result that if M is a dense convex 
subset of the real linear topological space X, and Y is a subspace of X having 
finite codimension, then M fl Y is dense in Y. We need only observe that this 
fact is also true in case X is a complex linear topological space. To see this, 
we employ the standard trick of regarding X as a real space, and then note that 
if Y has (finite) codimension y1 in the complex space X, then Y has (finite) 
codimension 2n in the real space X. 
We conclude the introduction by reviewing some notation and terminology. 
Throughout the paper Xwill denote a real normed linear space (although some 
of our results are valid in complex spaces, as well), X* will denote the dual of 
X, i.e., the Banach space of all continuous linear functionals a? on X, with the 
norm j/x*// = sup {lx*(x)\ :jIxjj G I}. Th e c ose 1 d unit ball of a normed hnear 
space Y, denoted S(Y), is the set {y E Y: /I ylj d I>. A functional x* E X* is 
said to attain its norm on S(X), if there is an element x E S(X) such that x*(x> = 
11x*/j. By subspace we shall always mean linear subspace. All other ~otati~~~ 
and terminology will conform to those in [2]. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
LEMMP~ 2.1. Let M be a dense subspace of X, and let F be a~n~te-d~rne~s~o~aZ 
subspace of X*. Let x E X, E > 8, and suppose there exists a yI E M such that 
jjx - y,lj < E, x*(y,) = x*(x)for all x* E I’, and /j y:jl < //XII. Then there exists a 
y2 E A4 such that //x - yrjj < E, x*(yJ = x*(x)for all x* E S, and /I yzjj > j[x/. 
Proof. Let/lx-yylll =XEwhereQ<k l,andsetz=2x-y,.Then/Ix-zjj = 
jly~ -Xlj = A-5, X*(.75)=2X*(X)-X*(yl)=X*(X) fCK all X* ET, alld IiZli = 
112~ - yrjj 2 2114 - jj y,ll > jIx//. By Yamabe’s theorem, we can choose y2 E M 
such that x*(y,) = x*(z)(=x*(x)) for all x* E S, and jjz - yzll < min ((1 - A) E, 
/jzlj - llxli}~ Then 
an 
jix - y,jj ~ /lx - 211 + I/z - yzll < XE $ (1 - /\) E = s, 
iM = lb2 - z + 4 > lIzI/ - lb -k/l > II4 - W - II4 = ll~l!~ 
which completes the proof. 
Ln~kr~2.2. Let X, M,and~beasinLemma2.1.Let x E X, E > Q,a~ds~ppose 
there exist y1,y2 in M such that j/x - yl/l < E, x*(y,) =2(x) for all x8 ES, 
and j/y, j! < jlxll < // y,j. Then there exists a y E M such that /lx - y/I < E, x*(y) = 
x”(x)for aZZ x* E r, and I/ yjl = jlxll. 
Proof. For each X E [O,l], define yA = Ay, + (1 - h)y,. Then yh E M for 
each h E [0, l], and the function f(A) = Ijyhll is continuous on [0, I]. Since 
f(Q) = I[ yljl, and f(l) = /j y,/l, it follows that there is a. A, E (0, I) such that 
f&> = l!xl/, i.e., II YA,II = llxll e Also, 
ilx-Y,bll =llh3(x-Y2)+0 -U!x-YJI! 
G &Jx - Y2ll + 0 - hdllx - Will < E+ 
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Finally, for each x” E r, 
x*(y&) = x0 x”(y,) + (1 - &I) x”(y,) = x0 x*(x) + (1 - h,) x*(x) 
= x*(x). 
Taking y = yho completes the proof. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M be a dense subspace of X, and let r be afinite-dimensional 
subspace of A’*. Let x E X, E > 0, and suppose there is a y, E M such that 
11x - y,jj < E, x*(y,) = x*(x) for all x* E I’, and I/ y,lj G //x/I. Then there exists 
y E M such that j/x - y II -c E, x*(y) = x*(x)for all x* E r, and II yII = IIxlj. 
Remark 2.1 Lemma 2.3 can be reworded as follows: (X,M, (xi*, . . .,x,*}) 
has property SAIN if and only if for each x E X, and each E > 0, there exists 
y E A4 such that Ijx - yj < E, x,*(y) = xi*(x) for i = 1,. . .,n, and II yll G llx]j. 
The following is a helpful tool which will be used throughout the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a dense subspace of X, and let x” E X”, I/x*/j/ = 1. Let 
x E X, llxll = 1, and suppose that Ix*(x)1 < 1. Then for each E > 0, there exists 
y E M such that l/x - y\j -c E, x*(y) = x*(x), and // yII = l]x/l. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case 0 G x*(x) < 1. Choose x0 E X such 
that llxolj < 1, and x*(x) < x*(x0). Select any X E (0,l) with 1 - cl/x - x011-’ < X, 
and set x+=Xx+(1-X) x0. Then llx+ll G +ll + (1 - ~)llxoll < 1, 
x*(x+) = xx*(x) + (1 - h) x*(x0) > x*(x), 
and 
/lx - x+11 =]I(1 - X)(x-x0)]] = (1 - h)jlx - xoll < E. 
Thus, letting S(z;r) denote the open sphere centered at z, with radius r (i.e., 
the set {w E X: IIw - zll < r}), and H+ = (z E X:x*(z) > x*(x)}, we have shown 
that the open set 
u+ = S(0; 1) rl S(x; E) n H+ 
is not empty. Similarly, the open set 
U- = S(0; 1) fI S(X;E) Cl H- 
is not empty, where H- = (z E X:x*(z) < x*(x)}. (In fact, the element x- = 
CLX + (1 - a)(--~~), where cc E (0, l), and 1 - E/IX + x011-l < a, is in U-.) Since 
M is dense, we can choose points y+ EM fl U’, and p EM fl LJ-. Let 
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y E (0, 1) be chosen so that the element y = yy’ + (1 - y)y- satisfies x”(y) = 
x*(x). Clearly, /jyll < 1, and 
IIX-Yll =lIYtX-Y+)+(l -r>~~-Y-~ll 
G rllx - .Y+// + (1 - YIlIX -y-/j < E. 
An appeal to Lemma 2.3 completes the proof. 
Remark 2.2. The hypothesis lx*(x)] < 1, in Lemma 2.4, is essential. Indee 
the following example shows that the conclusion of Lemma 2.4 does not ho1 
in general, if Ix*(x)\ = 1. Let X= C([Q, l]), and let 
M= (x E c([o,l]):x’(*) exists, x’(3) = x(O) - x(l)}. 
It is not hard to see that A4 is a dense subspace of C([O, I]). 
x*(x) = x($). Then x* E X*, and jjx*\j = I. Let x0 E X be defined by x0(t) = 1 
ifO<~<$,andxr,(t)=-2t+2if$<t<1. Thenjjx,l!=l,anclx”(x,)=l. 
clearly, ify E M, x*(y) = x*(x& and II yjI = /xOij, then y’(3) = 0. In particular, 
y(Q) = y(1). It follows that 
and hence //x0 - y[j 2 $. Thus, for x = x0, and 0 < E < 3, it is not possible to 
find a y E M satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2.4. 
Remark 2.3. Unfortunately, Lemma 2.4 cannot be extended so as to be 
valid if there were more than one norm-one functional x* satisfying lx*(x)/ < 1 I 
In fact, we can even prove somewhat more. Namely, 
Proposition 2.1. There is a dense subspace A& of II, function& x*~Y* in bl” 
with //x”jj = /Iy*Il = 1, and an element XE I, with j/xii = 1, lx*(x)\ < 1, and 
j y*(x)/ -C 1, having the property that it is not possible to find a y E n/d such that 
/I y[l = IIx11, x*(y) = x*(x), and y*(y) = y*(x). 
Proof. As usual, we identify II* with the sequence space I,. Let 
.) E Ii : $ q, = 01) 
y*=(-l,l,-*,+,* )... )EZ*, and x = (OS, 0 o,+, (#, (#, . . ~1. 
A4 is clearly a subspace of Ii. To see that M is dense in I,, it su 
each of the unit vectors 
e,=@,,,&, ,...) (k= I,&...) 
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can be approximated arbitrarily well by elements of M (since span (e,,e2,. . .] 
is dense in Ii). Fix an index k, and let E > 0. Choose y1> k so that n-’ < E. 
Then the vector 
y=(O ,...) O,l,O )...) o,-n-i,0 )...) 
---I L-2 
k-l nk-k-l 
is in M, and 11 e,-yll = n-l < E. Thus, M is dense. Now, IIx*II = IIy*ll = 1, 
x E Ii, and j/x/I = Cp (+)” = 1. Also, X*(X) = 0, and y*(x) = Cy (+)k+l = 3. Let 
Y = (rll,%, . . .> E MY and suppose that x*(y) = X*(X), y*(y) = y*(x), and 
/I y]I = jjxll = 1. It follows that 
rll - 112 + r/3 = 0, --*Il+~2-t~3+~~~.=~, 
4 
and Cy 1~1 = 1. Solving for 51~ from the first equation, and substituting into 
the second, we deduce that I’$ Q = 1. This, along with the third equation, 
implies that ql = r/* = Y,I~ =0, and T,, 2 0 for all 12. But y E M, so that Cy nnn = 0, 
and, hence, q,, = 0 for all IZ, i.e., y = 0, which is a contradiction. This completes 
the proof. 
By examining the steps of the proof, we observe that the proposition is valid 
for any dense subspace M of I1 which does not contain any positive elements, 
i.e., nonzero elements y = (ql,v2,. . .) such that T]” > 0 for all 12. 
The following two theorems follow rather easily from Lemma 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a dense subspace of X,x* E X*, and suppose that 
either x* does not attain its norm on S(X), or x* attains its norm on S(X) only 
atpoints in M. Then (X,M, {x*}) hasproperty SAIN. 
Proof. Let x E X, and E > 0. We can assume that jlx*II = jjxll = 1, and x $ M. 
By hypothesis, Ix*(x)] < 1. By Lemma 2.4, there exists a y E M such that 
IIx - yj < E, x*(y) = x*(x), and 11 yll = ljx/. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.4. The converse of Theorem 2.1 is false. For example, as a conse- 
quence of Theorem 4.1 below, it follows that there are triples (X, M, (x*}) with 
property SAIN, and such that x* attains its norm at points in S(M), as well 
as at points in S(X) N M. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a dense subspace of the strictly convex normed linear 
space X, let x* E X*, and suppose that x* attains its norm on S(M). Then 
(X, M, {x*}) has property SAIN. 
Proof. By strict convexity, x* must attain its norm at a unique point of M, 
so that Theorem 2.1 applies. 
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Remark 2.5. The hypothesis that X be strictly convex, in Theorem 2.2, 
cannot be dropped. In fact, the same example as in Remark 2.2 establishes 
this fact. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be a dense subspace of the normed linear space X, Land 
let x~*~...,x~* E X*. A necessary condition that (X, M, (x1 *, . ~ .j x,+1) have 
property SAZN is that each xi* either attains its norm on S( 
attain its norm on S(X) at all. 
Proof. If some xi* attained its norm at a point x E S(X) - 
S(M), then we would have, in particular, that xi*(y) < /jxi*l// = xi*(x) for all 
y E S(M). This contradicts property SAIN, and completes the proof. 
In the case of a strictly convex space, and one interpolation condition, i.e., 
1y1= 1, the necessary condition of Theorem 2.3 is also suEicient, as a conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.2. Thus we have the following. 
CQROLLARU 2.1. Let M be a dense subspace of the strictly convex normed linear 
space X, and let x* E X*. Then (X, M, (x*}) has property SAZN if and only lif 
either x* attains its norm on S(M), or x* does not attain its norm on S(X) at all. 
In a reflexive Banach space X, it is well known that every x” E X* attains its 
norm on S(X). (Indeed, this property characterizes reflexive Banach spaces 
131; Theorem 51.) Thus we immediately obtain the following corollary of 
Theorem 2.3, which we state for future reference. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let M be a dense subspace of the reflexive Banach space X9 
and let xI*,...,xn* E X”. A necessary condition that (X, (x1 *, . . ., x,*1) have 
property SAIN is that each Xi* attains its norm on S(M). 
Combining Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2, we deduce 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let M be a dense subspace of the strictly convex re$exive 
Banach space X, and let x* E X8’. Then (X, M, Ix*>) has property SAZN aced 
only ifx” attains its norm on S(M). 
Remark 2.6. It is an interesting open question whether the necessary condi- 
tion of Corollary 2.2 is also sufficient in the case n > 1. (As we shall see in $3, 
the answer is in the affirmative if X is a Hilbert space. Also, we shall see in $5 
that the answer is affirmative for a certain subspace M of L, (1 <p c co).) 
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3. THE HILBERT SPACE CASE 
In the case where Xis a Hilbert space, we can give a complete characterization 
of those triples having property SAIN (Theorem 3.2). It can be easily deduced 
from 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a dense subspace of the Hilbert space X, and let 
yl,. . ., y,, E M. Then for each x E X, and each E > 0, there exists y E M such that 
Ilx-YII < E, (Y,Y~> = byi> (i= L...,n), and IIYII= ll4l. 
Proof. It is no loss of generality to assume that the yi are linearly independent. 
By replacing the yi by an orthonormal basis for Y z span { yr , . . ., yn>, we can, 
in fact, assume that the yi are orthonormal. Let x E X, and E > 0. Since 
X= Y@ Yl ([2]; p. 249), we can write x = 27 aiyi +z, where CLi = (x,yi) 
and z E Yl. Since Y-’ has finite codimension, M n Y L is dense in Y I (cf. 
the remark following Theorem 1.1). Thus we can choose w E M fl Y 1. so that 
/jz - wjl < E, and ljwll G IIz//. Then, setting y = 21 &yi + W, we have that 
Y E M 11~ - 4 = llz - 4 < E, <Y,Y,) = ai = <x,yJ (i = 1,. . .A and I/yl12= 
l/C: aiyil12 + llwl12 G IICy cliyil12 + llz/j2 = l/xl12. An appeal to Lemma 2.3 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a dense subspace of the Hilbert space X, and let 
* XI ,*.9x, * E X*. Then (X,&I, (x1*,. . ., x,,“}) has property SAZN if and only if 
each xi* attains its norm on S(M). 
Proof. The necessity is a consequence of Corollary 2.2. To prove the 
sufficiency, we first observe that corresponding to each xi*, there is a unique 
yi E X so that x;*(x) = (x,yi) for all x E X, and 11 yi(l = IIxi*ll (cf., e.g., [2]; 
p. 249). Letting mi E S(M) denote the point where Xi* attains its norm, we have 
that IIx~*II = xi*(mJ (i = 1,. . .,II), i.e. IIyill = (mi,yi) (i= 1,. . .,n). By the 
condition for equality in Schwarz’s inequality ([2]; p. 248), we deduce that 
yi = IIyill Wli E A4 (i = 1,. . ., n). An application of Theorem 3.1 now completes 
the proof. 
4. THE CASE OF SPACES OF TYPE C(T) 
Throughout this section, T will denote a compact Hausdorff space, and 
C(T) the real-valued continuous functions on T, endowed with the supremum 
norm. If t E T, we define 6, to be the linear functional “evaluation at t”, i.e., 
6,(x) = x(t) for all x E C(T). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a dense subspace of C(T), and let t,, . . ., t,, E T. Let 
X E C(T) satisfy jx(ti)( < ((X(j (i= 1 , . . .,n). Then for each E > 0 there exists a 
y E Msuch that I/X - yll < E, y(ti) = x(ti) (i = 1,. . .,Fz), and l/yII = llxll. 
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Proof. We may assume that l/x/ = 1. By Lemma 2.3, it sufhces to show that 
there is a y E M such that Ijx - yII < E, y(t,) = x(ti) (i = 1, -. .,a), and llyll G 1. 
We proceed by induction on ~1. For II = 1, the result is a consequence of Lemma 
2.4. Now suppose the conclusion holds for N or fewer points tl, and let 
t1, . . .,tN+, E T. By hypothesis, there exists a y1 E M such that i/x - yijj < E, 
y,(t,) = x(tJ (i = 1, . . ., N), and II ylj/ G 1. Let c = x(tN+J. Ifyr(t,+,) = c, we are 
done. Suppose, then, that y,(tiv+J # c. We can assume that y,(tw+,) > c, since 
the other case is similar. Let or = min (E, 1 - /cl>. Let Vbe an (~p~n)~eig~bor” 
hood of tN+l such that ti $ V for i = 1,. . ., N, and lx(t) - C/ < ~112 if t E V~ 
Urysohn’s lemma, we can choose h E C(T) such that h(t,+l) = -<i/2, h(t) 
ift~V,and-E1/2~h(t)~QforalltET.?EhenIjx+hlj=1,(x+Iz)(ti)=x(ti) 
(i= I,..., N), and (x + h)(t,+,) = c - E$?. choose y2 E such that // y2 - 
(xth)/ <cJ&y&i)=(x+h)(ti)=x(ti)(i= L...,N),m 211 </lx + hjl = I. 
Then y2(tw+J G e, and 
I/ y2 -x/j .G l/y2 - (x + h)ll + jlhjl < EJ~ + 42 = el G C. 
Let y be the convex combination of y, and y2 such that y(t,+l) = c. Ihen 
YEM, IIx-YII<E, y(ti)=X(ti) (i=l,...,N+l), and /Iyll<l. This CO 
e induction and the proof. 
Remark 4.1. From Lemma 4.1, it is tempting to conclude that 
(~(T),JK @t,, . . .p &,,I) has property SAIN. However, we recall that in Remark 
2.2 we gave au example of a dense subspace M of C([O, I]) which containe 
constants, but such that (C([O,l]),M,S,,,) did not have property SAIN. 
On the other hand, if M is a dense subalgebra of C(T), then 
(W%M&,..., at,}) does have property SAIN. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a dense subalgebra of C(T), and let t,, m . ~9 t, E T. Then 
(fXG4 Ch.. ., S,,}) hasproperty SAIN. 
Proof. We need the following 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A and (ti> be as in the theorem. For each E > 0, there exisfs 
anelemente~Asuchthat~~e-1/~~~,e(ti)=1(i=1,...,~)2),ande~1. 
Proof of Lemma. By Yamabe’s theorem we can choose a y E A sucla that 
// y - 1 /I < 6, and y(ti) = 1 (i = 1,. . ., n). ‘Ihen II y2 - 2y + l// < E. Let e = 2y --. 
y2.Then&EA,//e-111 <E, and e(tJ = 1 (i= 1,. . .) n). Also, y2 - 2y + 1 a 0 implies 
that e = 2y - y2 G 1. This proves the lemma. 
To prove the theorem, let x E C(T), and E > 0. can assume that j/x// = 1 
and E < 1. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show the existence of a y E A such that 
l/x - yl/ c E, y(t,) = x(ti) (i = 1,. . ., n), and Ij yjj < 1. We proceed by i~d~~tio~ 
on n. For n = 1, let c = x(t,). 
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Case 1. ICI < 1. 
This is just a special case of Lemma 4.1. 
Case 2. JcJ = 1. 
We may assume that c = 1. Choose pi > 0 so that 2&k, + E,~ < c/4. 
Let z(t) = 2/l - x(t). By Yamabe’s theorem, we can choose yr E A so that 
11 y1 - zlj < el, and yi(ti) = z(t,) = 0. Then 
llY12 - z2// ~(IlYlll + llwYl -z/l G m+ 61 + &I 
= 22/2q + q2 < E/4. 
Let h = 2(2 + e/2)-‘. Then 
(4.1) 
llAY12 - z211 G hllY12 - z211 + (1 - qi z21j 
-c ~14 + 2614 = 3~14. 
Choose e2 > 0 so that c2 < 2 - 2(2 + e/4)(2 + e/2)-‘. By Lemma 4.1, there 
exists e E A such that Ile - l/l < min (c/4, e2}, e(tJ = 1, and e G 1. Set y = 
e - hyi2. Then y E A, and y(t,) = 1 = x(ti). Also, 
IIy - xl] = [le - Ay12 - 1 + z2// < lje - 111 + /z2 - hyi21/ < c/4 + 36/4 = E. 
Moreover, /XII = 1 implies 0 G 1 - x G 2 (i.e., 0 G z2 G 2), and so 0 G yi2 G 
2 + e/4, from eq. (4.1). Then 
Finally, 
0 < xy,2 < 2(2 + e/2)-1(2 + E/4) < 2 - 9. 
-1 <: -1 + (e - 1 + e2) G e - hyi2 < e < 1. 
In particular, II ylj G 1. This proves the theorem, in case n = 1. 
Now suppose the conclusion holds for N or fewer points ti, and let 
,, . . ., t,,, E T. Let c = x(tN+i). By hypothesis, there exists a y, E A such that 
LYlll < Eg yl(ti) = X(ti) (i = 1 ,...,N), and IIyill G 1. Ify,(t,+,)=c, we are 
done. Suppose, then, that y,(t,+J # c. We assume that y,(tlv+i) > c, since the 
other case is similar. Since 1) yi/ G 1, -1 G c < 1. 
Casel.-l<c<l. 
Proceeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we deduce the existence 
ofayEAsuchthatIjx-yll<E,~(t~)=x(t~)(i=l,...,N+l),andIIyll~l. 
Case 2. c = -1. 
Let z(t) = 2/l + x(t). Then z(tN+i) = 0. By case 1, we can find a yi E A such 
that I/ y1 - zll < e/42/2, y,(tJ = z(ti) (i = 1,. . ., N + l), and IIyi/l G llzll G 1/Z 
In particular, 
IlY12 - (1 + x)ll = llY12 -z211 ~(IIYIII + //zl/)lIY1 --II 
-=c 22/2 E/41/Z = E/2, 
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and 0 G yr2 G 2. By Lemma 4.1, we can choose an e E A so that /le - Ii/ < E/S, 
e(fJ= 1 (i= l,..., N+l),ande~1.Lety=eyi2-e.Theny~A, 
/lx -Ylj = jlx + 1 - y,* + (Yi2 - l)U - 411 
G /!x + 1 - Y1211 + (IIY121i + l>llB - 4 
< E/2 + 348 < E, 
and y(ti) = x(tJ (i = 1,. . ., N+1).N0w0~y,*~2,sothat-1~y,*-1~11, 
Since /je - 1 jj < .5/S, and E < 1, we have e(t) > 0 for all t E 7”. Thus, 
-1 G -e < e(y,* - 1) < e < 1, 
and so jjyll = lle(y,* - l>ll G 1. 
This completes the induction and hence the proof. 
We can strengthen the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 for those functions in 
C(T) which are nonnegative. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let A be a dense subalgebra of C(T), and let t,, ~. ) t, E T. 
Then for each nonnegative function x E C(T), and eaclz E > 0, there exists a 
nonnegative y E A such that j/x - yll < E, y(tJ = x(tJ (i = I,. ..,n), an 
IlYll = lI4/* 
ProoJ Let x E C(T), x(t) > 0 for all t E T, and E > 0. We can assume 
I! x/l = 1. Applying Theorem 4.1 to the function 2/x, we obtain a yi E A such 
that ]l~‘x--yijj <c/Z, yl(ti)= 2/x(ti) (i= l,...,n), and /iyJ =IIl/xll = 1, 
Setting y = yi2, we see that y E A, y > 0, y(ti) = x(fJ (i = 1, *. .,n), i/y11 = 1, and 
llx-Yll =llx-Y,211 4l~~ll +liYIIlw~-Y4 < 69 
which completes the proof. 
Remark 4.2. It is worth noting that Corollary 4.1 is actually equivalent %o 
Theorem 4.1. For we have just shown that Theorem 4.1 implies Corollary 4.1. 
On the other hand, if Corollary 4.1 is assumed, and x E C(T), E > 0, write 
x = x1 - x2, where x1 = max (x,0), and x2 = max (-x,0). By Corollary 4.1, 
we can choose nonnegative functions y, and y2 in A such that jlxi - yijl < e/2, 
yi(tj) = Xi(tj) (j= 1,. . .) n), and /Iyl(l = llxill (i= 1,2). Setting y =yr -yz3 we 
seethatyEA,jjx-yll<~,y(t,)=x(t,)(i=l,...,n),and 
IIYII G max Ell~dl~ IIY~III = max ~ll~dl~ ll~2lD = ll4~ 
Thus (C(T),/& (6,, . . ., a,,)) has property SAIN. 
Remark 4.3, We have already observed (cf. Remark 4.1) that Theorem 
is false, in general, if “dense subalgebra” is replaced by “dense subspace” or 
even “dense subspace containing constants.” We now show that Theorem 4.1 
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is also false, in general, if the point evaluation functionals are replaced by other 
functionals. Let A = span {x,,x~,. .}, w h ere x,(t) 3 ti (i= 1,2,. . .). By the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem, A is a dense subalgebra of C([1,2]). Let x*(x) = 
J: x(t)dt, for all x E C([1,2]). Consider the constant function x,,(t) = 1 4 A. 
Eachy E A which has the property that x*(y) = x*(x0) = 1 must clearly satisfy 
[IyII > 1 = l]x,,ll. Hence (C([1,2]),A, {x*}) does not have property SAIN. 
We note that in the above example the functional x* does not attain its 
norm on S(A). We now give an example where xb does attain its norm on 
S(A), yet (C(T),A, {x*}) still does not have property SAIN. Let ~?9 denote the 
set of algebraic polynomials, and define x* on C([O, l]), by x*(x) 3 2 JA/” x(t) dt. 
Let x,, E C([O, 11) be such that x0(t) = 1 if 0 G t G 3, x0(l) = 0, and /x,,ll = 1. 
Now, x* attains its norm on S(flat the constant 1 function(and at no other 
point of S(9)). If y ~9, and x*(y) = x*(x0) = 1, then y(t) = 1, so that 
/Ix,, --y/l > 1. Thus (C([O, 1]),.9, {x*}) does not have property SAIN. 
Remark 4.4. In view of the above examples, one might be led to conjecture 
that a necessary condition that (C(T),A, {xi*, . . .,x,*}) have property SAIN, is 
that xi* E span (6,: t E T) (i = 1,. . ., n). However, the following is a simple 
counterexample. Let 5 be as in Remark 4.3, and define x* on C([O, 11) by 
x*(x) z Jb x(t)dt. Clearly, x* attains its norm at the unique point 1 E S(9). 
By Theorem 2.1, it follows that (C([O, l]),S, {x*}) has property SAIN. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and 
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, and it represents astrengthening of the latter. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a subalgebra of C(T) which separates the points 
of T, and such that, for each t E T, there is an element of A which does not vanish 
at t. Then for each x E C(T), each finite set of points t,, . . ., t, E T, and each 
E > 0, there exists a y E A such that I/X - yll < E, y(ti) = x(ti) (i = 1,. . .,n), and 
IIYII = IIxll* 
Proof. By the hypothesis on A, it follows from the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem, that A is dense in C(T). An application of Theorem 4.1 now completes 
the proof. 
Recall that a linear sublattice of C(T) is a linear subspace L of C(T) with the 
property that xVy EL and xAy EL whenever x,y EL, where 
WY) (t> = max {x(t), y(t)>, and WY) (t> = min MO, y(t)}. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L be a dense linear sublattice of C(T) which contains 
constants, and let t,, . . ., t, E T. Then (C(T),L, (a,,, . . ., &,}) has property SAZN. 
Proof. Let x E C(T), and E > 0. We can assume llxll = 1. By Yamabe’s 
theorem, thereexistsy, E Lsuch that 11~ - yljj < E, andyI = X(ti)(i = 1,. . .,n). 
Let e denote the constant 1 function, and set y = (yi Ae) V (-e). Then y EL, 
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y(Q) = x(t,) (i = 1,. . .) n), and !(yjI G I. Now, if ly,(t)j G 1, then y(e) = yl(t), 
and so 
I Y(t) - x(Ol = I Y&> - -ml < E. 
fy,(t) > 1, then y(t) = 1, and since x(t) G 1, 
I Y(f) - XWI G I YlW - xQt>l < E* 
A similar argument shows that 1 y(t) - x(t)] c E when yl(t) < -1. T~IIS? 
/jx - yIl < E, and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4.5. The condition that L contains constants, in Theorem 4.2, 
cannot be dropped. To see this, let 
L = (x E C([O, 11): x’(0) exists, X’(O) = x(0)). 
It is easy to see that L is a dense linear subspace of C([O, I]) which does not 
contain the constant function e, where e(t) z 1, If y E L, and y(O) = e(0) = I) 
then y’(0) = y(O)= 1, and so, y(t) > 1 for some t > 0; ence ]JyiI > l=ilell. 
Thus, (C(P, 1I)J+ PO)) d oes not have property SAIN. To complete the 
counterexample, we shall show that L is a sublattice of C([O, I]). It suffices to 
show that if x,y EL, then xVy EL. Let x,y E L, an let s = xVy. We can 
assume that x(0) > y(0). 
Case 1. x(0) > y(0). 
Then x(t) > y(t) in some interval [0,6). Thus, s(t) = x(t) for all t E [O, 61, 
and hence s’(O) exists, s’(O) = x’(0) = x(0) = s(O), i.e., s E E. 
Case 2. x(0) = y(0) (and hence x’(0) = y’(O)). 
Given E > 0, choose 6 > 0 such that 
whenever 0 -C t < 6. Then, since s = $[x + y + 1 x - yl], we have, for each 
1 E (0, s>, 
~ + x(t) - 40) 
( I 
1 ‘Y(f) -Y(O) _ y’(q 
I t 
- x’(O), + T t- 
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But, for each t E (0,6), 
< E. 
Hence, it follows that for each t E (0, S), 
s(t) - s(O) 
t - x’(0) < +e + 36 = E, 
i.e., s’(O) exists, and s’(O) = x’(0) = x(0) = s(O); hence s EL. 
5. AN APPLICATION IN L, (1 < p < a) 
Let (T, ,Z, p) be a measure space, and for 1 G p G co, let Lp denote the Banach 
space L,(T,Z,c,) with the norm j/xl1 = IIxI/~ ([2]; p. 121). If 1 <p < m, then 
L,* = L,, where q-’ -t p- l= 1. If p = 1, we shall assume that (T,.Z, p) is such 
that L1* = L, (e.g., this will be the case if (T,Z,zl,ju.) is a-finite). If 1 <p < co, 
and x* EL,, then by the representer of x* we mean the function y EL, such 
that 
x$(x) = s T XY 42 for all x EL,, 
and IIx*Il = II YIL- 
In this section we shall only be concerned with the case 1 < p < co. 
Let A4 denote the subset of L, consisting of those functions which vanish off 
a set of finite measure. M is a dense subspace of L, for 1 <p < co (cf. [2] ; 
p. 125). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 1 <p < co, let M be as above, and let x*:~,. . ,x,,* EL,*. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) (~,,~,~xl*,..., x,*}) has property SAIN. 
(2) Eachxi*(i= l,..., n) attains its norm on S(M). 
(3) The representer of each xi* (i = 1 , . . .,n) vanishes o#” a set of Jinite 
measure. 
Proof. We can assume that xi* # 0 for i = 1,. . .,n. 
(1) * (2) is a consequence of Corollary 2.2, since L, is reflexive. 
(2) + (3): Let yi EL, denote the representer of xi* (i= l,...,n), and 
let mi E S(M) denote the point where xi* attains its norm, i.e., 
s TmiYi+=llYillq (i= l,...,~z). 
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By the condition for equality in Holder’s inequality, it follows that 
yi = Imilp-l sgn m, a.e. (i= l,...&). 
In particular, yi = 0 a.e. off a set of finite measure (i = I,. . .) n). This proves (3). 
(3) * (1): Let yi EL, denote the representer of xi* (i = 1,. . .,n), and 
suppose that yI vanishes off a set Ti of finite measure. Let x EL,, and 
E > 0. Let T, c Z have the property that p(T,) < 33, and JTmTE /xjpd~ < @* 
Set To = 
( 1 
t Ti U T,. Then p(T,J < ~0, and each yi vanishes off T,. 
a function y, by setting y = x on TO, and y = 0 elsewhere. Then y E IV: 
and 
jjyllp = jT 1 ylndp = 1, Ixjpdp, < 
Thus, (L,, M, (xi *, . . ., x,*}) has property SAN, and this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let M be the subspace of& (1 <p < CQ) consisting of those 
elements x = ([,,Ez,. . .) having only finitely many nonzero ~ornpo~e~ts l$i. 
Let xI*,...,xn* E 1, * = I,. The following statements are e~~~v~~e~t. 
Cl> (4m 1M, {x1*, . * .I x,+}) has property SAIIV. 
(2) Each xi* attains its norm on S(M). 
(3) The representer of each xi* has only finitely many nonzero components. 
6. SOMEAPPLICATIONSIN L1 
We continue to use the terminology and notation introduced in the last 
section. As stated there, we assume L,* = L,. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let M denote the dense subspace of Ll consisting oJf those 
functions which vanish ofl a set of finite measure, and let x” EL,“. Then 
(L,,M, lx*}) hasproperty SAN. 
Proof. We can assume j/x* jl = 1. Let x E L,, and E > 0. We shall show that 
there is a y E A4 such that j/x - y\j < E, x*(y) =x*(x), and !iyjl < Ijx11. We can 
assume that ljx[l = 1. If Ix*(x)\ < 1, the result is a consequence of Lemma 2.4, 
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Thus, we may suppose that X*(X) = 1 (since the case X*(X) = -1 is similar). 
Letting y1 EL, denote the representer of x*, we have, in particular, that 
i .xy,dp= 1. 
It follows that yi(t) = sgn x(t) (a.e.) where x(t) # 0. Choose a set T, such that 
0 x p(TJ x co, and x # 0 on T,. In particular, y1 # 0 on Tl. Now choose a 
set T2 2 Tl so that p(T2) < co, and jTmTz Ixl& < 42. Define y as follows: 
0 if t 4 T,, 
Y(t) = x(t) iftETzwT,, 
x(t) -t S(t) if t E T,, 
where S(t) 3 l s /-4TJydt) T--TZ XY I dv. 
Note that p(t)1 G-L s ATI) --T,~ I4 dP 0 E Td. 
Then, 
x*(Y) = S+YYI d, = jT1 6 + @Y, dp + jTzwT, xy, dp 
= s T xy, dP = x*(x), 
Ilx -Yll = jr, 161 dk‘ + jTmT2 1x1 dp < 2 jTMT2 Ix] dP < E, 
and 
IlYll = jr IYi dp= jr, Ix+ 61 dp + jTzlr, 1x1 dP 
G jr2 Ix1 ++ jr, ISI dp 
=G ST, 1x1 dp+jTwT2 1x1 d,= jT I4 dp = llxll. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let M be the subspace of I, consisting of those elements 
x = (El, t2;, . . .) having only Jinitely many nonzero components, and let x* E II *. 
Then (I,, 714, {x*}) has property SAIN. 
In contrast to Corollary 6.1, we now give an example of a dense subspace 
M of I,, and an x* E II*, such that (II2 M, (x”)) does not have property SATN. 
In fact, we shall verify 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let M= {y= (q1,r2,...) E El:CF rq, =O>, let x= 
(l,O,O,...),undZetx*=(l,-l,l,l,... )~l~*=l~.If0<~~$, then t~~~~~~~~ 
not exist anyy E Msuch that 11x -yj] < E, A?(y) = x+(x), an 
Proof. We have already observed that M is a dense subspace in II (cf. 
Proposition 2.2). If the result is false, then there exists a y = (qi,~, . 0 -) E M 
such that l/x - ylj -C $, x*(y) = x*(x) = 1, and II yll = 1. It follows that q1 = 1 - 8, 
for some 6 with 0 < 6 < ;t-. Now II yII = 1 implies that 1 - 6 + 2; 1~~1 = 1, i.e 
From the condition x*(y) = 1, we deduce that 1 - 6 - Q + 1; Q =l, i.e., 
6 + 772 = .$ %a. (6.2) 
Using eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), we get 
6 - h2l G /a -I- 721 = f$ qn G f I%1 = 6 - 11121. 
I I 
Thus, equality must hold in this string of inequalities, and, in particuiar, 
6 - [r/*1 = 16 -k r),l > 0. (4-39 
From eqs. (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3), we get that Cy (~1 = CT 7789 from which it 
follows that rjn > 0, for all n 2 3. Since y E M, we must have 1 - 6 + 2; n7jn = 
or 
1 - 6 + 272 + $ PtQ = 0. (6.4) 
ut, by eq. (6.3), we see that jr/21 , =C 6 < $, and since 31, > 0 for all n 2 3, 
which contradicts eq. (6.4). This contradiction completes the proof. 
Remark 6.1. We recall that the same subspace M of li which was used in 
Proposition 6.1, was also used in Proposition 2.1 to obtain a cou~terexamp~~ 
of a somewhat different flavor. 
Remark 6.2. We do not know whether Theorem 6.1 is valid for more than 
one functional x*. However, we can prove the following result (Theorem 6.2) 
in this direction. 
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An element y E L, is said to be eventually constant, provided that there 
exists a set T, such that p(T,) < ~0, and y(t) = const. for t C$ T,,. 
In the following theorem we shall assume, in addition, that (T,Z,p) is 
o-finite. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let M be as in Theorem 6.1, and let x1*, . . .,x,* EL,*. If for 
each i= l,...,y1, the representer for x1+ is eventually constant, then 
LM,h*,..., x,*}) has property SAN. 
Proof. If ,u(T) < co, then M = L,, and the result is trivially true. Thus, we 
can assume p(T) = co. Let yi EL, denote the representer for xi* (i = 1,. . .,n), 
and let Ti be a set such that yi(t) = ai for all t # Ti (i = 1,. . ., n). Let x E L1 
and E > 0. We shall construct a y E M such that 11x -y/I < E, xi*(y) = xi*(x) 
(i= 1 , . . .,n), and /j y/j G [lx/j. Using the c-finiteness of (T,Z,p), we can choose 
a set To so that 
PU’O) < ~0, and s T-To I4 4 < 4. 
(Actually, the o-finiteness was only used to assert 
Define y as follows : 
where 
y(t) = x(t) iftEcTi, 
1 
n 
X(t)+8 iftETomUTi, 
1 / 
0 if t # T,, 
T-TO 
Then y E M, 
Ilx -J’ll = j-TO- “, Ti 161 dP + JTMT,, 1x1 do Q JTITo 1x1 dp + JTNTO 1x1 dp < E, 
1 
IIYII = s: Ti 1x1 do + ST,,- “, Ti Ix+ *I + G ST, I4 4 + j,,- “, Ti 161 dp 
<j-i,, l+%+j 
1 1 
T-To I4 dP = ll-41~ 
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and,foreachi=l,..., n, 
This completes the proof. 
An element ((,) t2, . . .) E 1, is eventually constant if there is an index N such 
that&=f~+: = *-.. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let M be the subspace of I, consisting of the elements haviq 
only finitely many nonzero components, and let x1*, . . .,x,* E II* = l,* If each 
Xi’ is eventually constant, then (II, M, (x1 *I. . , , x,*>) has property SAIAC 
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